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ABSTRACT
Microbial clades modeling is a challenging problem in
biology based on microarray genome sequences, especially
in new species gene isolates discovery and category. Marker
family genome sequences play important roles in describing
specific microbial clades within species, a framework of
support vector machine (SVM) based microbial species
classification with N-best algorithm is constructed to
classify the centroid marker genome fragments randomly
generated from marker genome sequences on MetaRef.
A time series feature extraction method is proposed by
segmenting the centroid gene sequences and mapping into
different dimensional spaces. Two ways of data splitting
are investigated according to random splitting fragments
along genome sequence (DI) , or separating genome
sequences into two parts (DII).Two strategies of fragments
recognition tasks, dimension-by-dimension and sequence–
by–sequence, are investigated. The k-mer size selection,
overlap of segmentation and effects of random split percents
are also discussed. Experiments on 12390 maker genome
sequences belonging to marker families of 17 species from
MetaRef show that, both for DI and DII in dimension-
by-dimension and sequence-by-sequence recognition, the
recognition accuracy rates can achieve above 28% in top-
1 candidate, and above 91% in top-10 candidate both on
training and testing sets overall.
INTRODUCTION
Tremendous genomic sequences measured by new generation
sequencing machines from second-generation (2G) to third-
generation (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) platforms [1] put
forward high level requirement of automatical classification
and identification for genomic analysis techniques. Designing
more accurate and effective models for clades or species
classification and disease diagnose are challenging problems
facing the sea amount of genomic fragments. In recent
three decades, many machine learning and statistical
learning methods are developed in genomic analysis, such
as BLAST[2-4], hidden Markov model (HMM) [5-15],
support vector machine (SVM)[16-34], combination of linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and artificial neural network
(ANN) [35], etc.
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HMM is a powerful model in microbial clade classification
and genome associate disease analysis [5,14,15]. However,
HMM has a limitation in genomic analysis that the number
of states in HMM model (4k) grows exponentially with
the increasing of k-mer size, and consequently leading to
spareness of gene segments for training each state, this
phenomenon is distinct especially in rare microbes and
diseases. SVM is another popular technique to solve the
relative sparse data case in pattern recognition and machine
learning [36-39].Many SVM literatures address the prediction
of the microbial genomes classification and prediction
[16,23,28,31]. The standard SVM [36-39] is adopted in our
fragments modeling.
Feature selection is the first and key step in genomic
information analysis. k-mer based sequence binning method
and K-means clustering method are two widely used
techniques in genomic analysis. k-mer binning method is
widely adopted in genomic analysis[40-43], SVM–based
genomic analysis[31], and LDA & ANN based genomic
analysis platform[35]. K–means clustering is utilized in both
HMM–based [7] and SVM–based genomic analysis[28].
Although these two preprocessing methods can obtain
statistical property of genome sequences, they may mask
and neglect the subtle or particular local information
along genome sequence. In genomic analysis, the genomic
information in some species or diseases DNA sequences
may exist in some local position under some kinds of
measurements. The difference among various cancers DNA
sequences from a same human being may appear in some
local places of human DNA sequences under an appropriate
measurement. For microbial classification, the ideal model of
classification and clustering is to make the fragments in same
specie more closer than those from other species. Hence, the
real fragments along gene sequences are taken into account in
this paper. One of our motivation is to examine the accuracy of
each fragment belonging to considering species, regardless of
the big data problem and time computation consumption. This
kind of classification task is called dimension-by-dimension
classification. The k-mer size and overlap size are two
important issues in this kind of feature extraction method,
and investigated in experiments. Furthermore, in another
point of view, if all the extracted fragments from a same
sequence are taken as a whole of connected subsequence,
the classification task to determine the specie of the pseudo
subsequence is called sequence-by-sequence classification.
In previous metagenomic sequences analysis literatures, too
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short length sequences are cut off, this limitation is not valid
in our model framework.
Precision and recall is a popular criterion in statistical
biology information analysis besides accuracy [44]. Based
on precision and recall, area under curve (AUC) of
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) is a metric for
classification[45]. [46]points out that the practical application
of ROC curve to determine parameter optimization is the
optimal operating point (OOP) . Limited to over–fitting
problem in machine learning, Precision & recall criterion and
ROC curve learning also fall into over–optimism[47]. Based
on the multi-class SVM employed in experiments [39], the
maximum results over all parameters of SVM on both training
and testing data sets are proposed to show the performance
of classification on fragmental genome sequence in both
dimension-by-dimension or sequence-by-sequence tasks and
avoid the over–optimization on training data sets. Ranking
is a popular technique in Bioinformatics [48,49] and speech
recognition, where it is called N-best algorithm [50-52], the
SVM combined with N-best algorithm framework is put
forward to report the experimental results and give an intuitive
grasp of the confusion of microbial species.
Additionally, fragments from genome sequences of
maker families from all microbial species on MetaRef
{http://metaref.org} involved in the experiments show the
performance of SVM with N-best model and the effectiveness
of k-mer size and overlap in microbial genomic information
analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
The genomic sequences are manually extracted from
MetaRef and centroids v.1.0.fna file[53], the marker
genomic sequences of all microbes are totally included
in 17 species {Mycoplasma gallisepticum, Alkaliphilus
metalliredigens, Streptococcus gallolyticus, Enterococcus
gallinarum, Geobacter metallireducens, Treponema pallidum,
Phaeobacter gallaeciensis, Bifidobacterium gallicum,
Cupriavidus metallidurans, Isosphaera pallida, Burkholderia
mallei, Burkholderia pseudomallei, Eubacterium hallii,
Leuconostoc fallax, Mycoplasma alligatoris, Prevotella
pallens, Vibrio coralliilyticus}, and 12390 pure DNA {A,
C, T, G} sequences of marker families without ambiguous
DNA [54] are involved in the experiments. The frequency
distribution of 12390 gene sequence lengths is shown in Fig.1.
All of the DNA sequences are involved in the experiments
from minimum 51 to maximum 14298, and average length
is 748.9265, no short length DNA sequence is abandoned.
In pattern recognition task, the 17 species are treated as 17
classes, and the total multi–class number M is set to 17. The
{A, C, T, G} is mapped into {1,2,3,4} respectively. According
to the definitions of marker family gene and centroid [53],
the selected 12390 genes represent all the clades under the 17
species.
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Figure 1. The frequency of 12390 gene sequences length
(bp).
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Figure 2. Framework of SVM with N-best candidates recognition (a) on DI
(b) on DII.
To investigate k-mer size of gene sequences, the k-mer sizes
of {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} are discussed, and the overlaps of {0,
25%, 50%, 75% } percent of k-mer length are examined. Two
types of fragment split strategies are discussed as follows.
Taking all genome sequences in each specie into account,
for fixed k-mer size , overlap size and split percent , the
first strategy (DI) is to segment each genome sequence
into k–dimension (bp) sample space, and randomly select
the fragments according to given split percent for training
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data and the rest part (1-split percent) is denoted as testing
data(Fig.2(a)). The second strategy (DII) is to randomly
split all genome sequences into training and testing parts
according to given split percent, then all the sequences in
training and testing data sets are mapped into k–dimension
sample space separatively according to given k-mer size and
overlap size(Fig.2(b)) . DI type data set is obtained along
each sequence, although the training and testing data sets
are separated according to split percent, the fragments from
same sequence still keep the inherent biology information.
However, training and testing data sets in DII type never
contain this kind of biological information except that these
fragments are in same specie property.
After the above segmentation process, all the fragments in
the above data sets are treated as dimension-by-dimension
segment of genomic sequence. The pattern recognition task
on each k–length fragment is called dimension-by-dimension
classification.
Taking a further consideration, especially when overlap
size is equal to 0, the fragments in training and testing
data sets from a same sequence could be treated as two
pseudo subsequences of one genomic sequence. As they are
randomly selected, the original genomic order information
along the same sequence in DI is broken down. The pattern
recognition tasks on randomly pseudo genome subsequences
in DI and normal order genome subsequences in DII are
called sequence-by-sequence classification. While the overlap
percent is larger than 0, all the subsequences in DI and DII
are pseudo subsequences, the pattern recognition task can still
be performed on, it is also named as sequence-by-sequence
classification.
In brief, the genomic sequences are mapped into k–
dimension sample space, which means the k–bp genomic
fragments. To construct the SVM model, the split percents
involved in experiments are set as {60%, 80%, 100% },
When split proportion is equal to 100% , the training
and testing set are set as same one. For both types
of DI and DII, the training sets and testing sets are
denoted as L (k−mer,overlap,split percent) and T (k−
mer,overlap,1−split percent) respectively. Somemain size
of samples inL (k−mer,overlap,split percent) andT (k−
mer,overlap,1−split percent) involved in experiments are
listed in Supplementary Table 1.
Multi-class SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a popular statistical
learning and machine learning method based on structural
risk minimization and VC dimensions theory, and overcomes
the dimension disaster of neural network [36]. It has efficient
performance and high accuracy in many classification tasks,
hence widely used in various information process fields.
The traditional SVM is defined for binary classification,
the multi-class SVM is defined on binary SVM with one-
versus-onemax-wins voting strategy or one-versus-all winner-
takes-all strategy [37,38]. Suppose the samples data are
D ={(xi,yi)|xi∈R
k,yi=±1,1≤ i≤S}. Given a nonlinear
mapping function φ(·), the sample data of xi is projected to
high dimensional space to obtain well separation of different
samples. The standard C-SVM [40] solves
min
w,b,ξ
(
1
2
wTw+C
S∑
i=1
ξi)
subject to: yi(w
T φ(xi)+b)≥1−ξi, ξi≥0,i=1,···,S.
(1)
where w,b are the parameters of optimal linear hyperplane
f(x)=wT φ(x)+b, C is the penalty parameter of the error
term. K(x,x′)=(x,x′)=(φ(x),φ(x′)) is the kernel function.
The key problem in solving w is involved in the dual problem
of above optimization problem and selection of kernel
function. The radial basis function(RBF) kernel function is
adopted in the experiments, where
K(xi,xj)=exp(−γ||xi−xj ||
2),γ>0.
Standard LibSVM 3.18 { http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/
libsvm/ }is utilized in modeling the fragment vector space,
and the parameter range of C-SVM with RBF kernel is C×γ
∈ {0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 } ×{0.0625, 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 }. Totally 64 parameter choices are employed in
experiments.
Classification Accuracy
For genomic fragment classification, two categories of
classification criteria are involved in experiments. The first
one is for dimension-by-dimension classification, its aim is to
classify the correct accuracy of fragment in k–bp status.
frgk=
#{correct vectors for right class}
#{total vectors}
(2)
The other criterion is to recognize the pseudo subsequence
composed of randomly selected fragments from a same
sequence for right specie,
frsk=
#{correct sequences for right class}
#{total equences}
(3)
The criteria of frgk and frsk examine the different
aspect of gene fragment sequences, both of them address the
fragments of partial pieces of genomic sequences.
Multi–candidate Accuracy
Ranking is a popular technique in genomic analysis and
information sciences. In order to show the relationship
among the species, the top n (1≤n≤10) ranking classes are
considered in the recognition stage according to the top-n
probability outputs of multi-class SVM voting. The criteria of
classification accuracy with N-best algorithm are revised as
follows respectively,
✐✐
✐
✐
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frgk|n=
#{correct vectors in top−n candidates}
#{total vectors}
(4)
frsk|n=
#{correct sequences in top−n candidates}
#{total sequences}
(5)
RESULTS
Accuracy on DI with different k-mer size and Overlap
As there are many combinations of k-mer size, overlap
and split percent. Firstly, we investigate the effectiveness of
these parameters in a special case that all data is involved
in training, that is split percent=100% on DI. And, the
case of overlap percent=0 is examined first of all, denoted
as L (∗,0,100%). The dimension–by-dimension recognition
experimental results show that on training set L (∗,0,100%)
, the accuracy rates trend highly along the increasing of
number of N-candidates and k-mer size value (Fig.3(a),
Supplementary Fig.1(a)).
Secondly, we examine the performance on L (50,∗,100%)
with k=50, the accuracy rates increase along number of
N-candidates (Fig.3(b)) and decrease along overlap percent
(Supplementary Fig.1(b)).
Thirdly, we perform multi-class SVM with N-best
algorithm on DI with split percent=60% and 80% cases. In the
dimension-by-dimension case, in training sets, the accuracy
rates increase along number of candidates (Fig.3(c)(d))
and k-mer size (Supplementary Fig.1(c)(d)). While in
testing sets, the accuracy rates increase along number of
candidates (Fig.3(e)(f)) and slightly decrease along k-mer size
(Supplementary Fig.1(e)(f)) especial in low candidate values.
Fourthly, the multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm are
performed in sequence-by-sequence cases of L (∗,0,100%)
andL (50,∗,100%), the same conclusions hold as dimension-
by-dimension cases (Fig.4(a)(b),Supplementary Fig.2(a)(b)).
At same time, the accuracy rate of recognition in pseudo
sequence-by-sequence form is more higher than in dimension-
by-dimension fragment form.
Fifthly, in the sequence-by-sequence cases on DI with split
percent=60% and 80% cases, the accuracy rates increase
along number of candidates (Fig.4(c)(d)), but will not do
so along k-mer size (Supplementary Fig.2(c)(d)) in training
sets. The accuracy rates increase from 10 to 30 of k-
mer size from top-1 to top-6 candidate cases, however,
decrease in top-10 case within k-mer size from 10 to 30
(Supplementary Fig.2(c)(d)). From 30 to 50 k-mer size, the
accuracy rates decrease from top-2 to top-10 in L (∗,0,60%)
(Supplementary Fig.2(c)) and from top-3 to top-10 in
T (∗,0,80%) (Supplementary Fig.2(d)). These experimental
results demonstrate the tendency of accuracy rates with k-
mer size and top-n candidates. In each fixed k-mer size, the
principle that the larger the number of top-n candidates, the
higher the accurate rates still holds. While, in testing data, The
accuracy rates under each fixed k-mer size increases along
top-n candidates (Fig.4(e)(f)), however, the accuracy rates
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Figure 3. Dimension-by-Dimension recognition rates on DI along multi–
candidates. (a) L (∗,0,100%) (b) L (50,∗,100%) (c) L (∗,0,60%) (d)
L (∗,0,80%) (e) T (∗,0,40%) (f)T (∗,0,20%).
under each fixed top-n candidates decreases along k-mer size
(Supplementary Fig.2(e)(f)). The appropriate choice of k-mer
size for genomic fragments and sequences predictions would
be 10.
Sixthly, as to the overlap problem on DI with split
percent=60% and 80% for training and testing cases
separatively, we give the discussion in the case of 50 k-
mer size data sets. In the dimension-by-dimension case, the
performances on training sets and testing sets are different. In
training sets, the accuracy rates under each overlap percent
increase along the top-n candidates (Fig.5(a)(b)) , and the
accuracy rates under each top-n candidates decrease along
the overlap percent (Supplementary Fig.3(a)(b)). In testing
sets, the accuracy rates under each overlap percent increase
along the top-n candidates (Fig.5(c)(d)), and the accuracy rates
under each top-n candidates are not precisely synchronized
with the increasing of overlap percent (Supplementary
Fig.3(c)(d)), in low top-n case, there are slightly enhancement,
but do not hold in large top-n cases.
Seventhly, in sequence-by-sequence cases of 50 k-mer size
data sets with split percent=60% and 80% for training and
testing sets separatively on DI, for fixed overlap percent,
the accuracy rates increases on both training (Fig.6(a)(b))
and testing data sets (Fig.6(c)(d)). Given top-n candidates,
the accuracy rates perform different along overlap percent.
In training sets, the accuracy rates decrease along low top-
n candidates cases and increase in high top-n candidates
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Figure 4. Sequence–by-sequence recognition rates on DI along multi–
candidates. (a) L (∗,0,100%) (b) L (50,∗,100%) (c) L (∗,0,60%) (d)
L (∗,0,80%) (e) T (∗,0,40%) (f)T (∗,0,20%).
cases (Supplementary Fig.4(a)(b)). But, in testing data, the
accuracy rates increase along overlap percent (Supplementary
Fig.4(c)(d)). The above experimental results show that overlap
optimization is somewhat complicate in training and testing
sets. The optimized overlap would be the balance between
training and testing sets.
The experimental results on DI above show that, on training
sets, the high k-mer size is preferred, on testing sets, the
relative low k-mer will obtain relative good performance. As
to the overlap percent, the sequence-by-sequence recognition
on testing data sets would prefer higher value of overlap.
All of the experimental results of this section are listed in
Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Table 3.
Accuracy on DII with different k-mer size
This section we will show the performance of multi-class
SVM with N-best algorithm on DII, which is different from
DI in biology information, where experiments on DI would
be treated as a kind of gene prediction, and the experiments
on DII would be treated as a kind of gene category. The
experimental results on data sets with split percents 60%
and 80% are investigated. All the experimental results of
dimension-by-dimension cases are listed in Supplementary
Table 4, and sequence-by-sequence cases are listed in
Supplementary Table 5.
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Figure 5. dimension-by-dimension recognition rates on DI. (a)
L (50,∗,60%) (b) L (50,∗,80%) (c) T (50,∗,40%) (d) T (50,∗,20%).
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Figure 6. sequence-by-sequence recognition rates on DI. (a) L (50,∗,60%)
(b) L (50,∗,80%) (c) T (50,∗,40%) (d) T (50,∗,20%).
Firstly, in dimension-by-dimension case, the accuracy
rates increase along top-n candidates and k-mer size
(Fig.7(a)(b)(c)(d)) on training data sets,, while the accuracy
rates on testing data sets increase along top-n candidates and
slightly decrease along k-mer size in top-n candidates case, in
other top-n case, the fluctuation of accuracy rate along k-mer
size is not distinctive (Supplementary Fig.5(a)(b)(c)(d)).
Secondly, in sequence-by-sequence cases, the accuracy
rates increase along both top-n candidates and k-mer size
on training data sets (Fig.8(a)(b)(c)(d)), while the accuracy
rates increase along top-n candidates and slightly decrease
along k-mer size on testing data sets (Supplementary
Fig.6(a)(b)(c)(d)).
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Figure 7. dimension-by-dimension recognition rates on DII. (a)
L (∗,0,60%) (b) L (∗,0,80%) (c) T (∗,0,40%) (d) T (∗,0,20%).
Again, the appropriate selection of k-mer size on DII type
data sets would be 10. This conclusion is also helpful to model
metagenomic sequences with HMM though it is difficult for
HMM framework to examine the high dimensional k-mer size
cases.
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Figure 8. sequence-by-sequence recognition rates on DII. (a) L (∗,0,60%)
(b) L (∗,0,80%) (c) T (∗,0,40%) (d) T (∗,0,20%).
Moreover, from all the experimental results on split percent
60% and 80%, the principles along parameters of overlap
and k-mer size have almost the same tendency, which is
also provide the reasonable explanations of our models and
performance. Regardless of DI and DII, the fact that 10 k-
mer size with top-10 candidates can achieve high recognition
rates demonstrates that the centroid marker family genomic
sequences of all microbial would be highly discriminated with
the toleration of confusion of 10 species among the 17 species
within the multi-class SVMwith N-best algorithm framework,
the confusion is mainly caused by the similarities among
species measured by multi-class SVM model in the view of
evolution[55,56].
DISCUSSION
We develop the multi-class SVM based N-best algorithm
on microbial species classification, realize the true sense
of fragment classification of genomic sequences without
preprocessing, and discuss the effectiveness of k-mer
size,overlap and split percent. The genome sequences of
maker family from all microbial on MetaRef are treated
as time series and employed in experiments with different
lengths. Generally, the experimental results on the given
range of SVM parameters grids show that the larger the k-
mer size from 10 to 50, the higher the accuracy rates on
training sets. The conclusions on testing sets are reverse. The
overlap of fragments also takes effect on different data sets.
In the view of prediction, the low overlap is recommended.
Furthermore, N-best algorithm shows that top-10 candidates
would provide good experimental results on both dimension-
by-dimension and sequence-by-sequence recognition tasks.
The experiments are designed only based on the {A,C,T,G}
information along genomic sequences, if the detail 3-D
genomic structure information or biology information are
available, the prediction accuracy rates would be higher.
Though the multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm and
feature selection are constructed for challenging fragment
classification, it would be applied to cancer diagnose of
genomic fragments in future. And, how to overcome the
time–consumption and memory storage of SVM and propose
new kernel SVM are our future research interests. Finally,
great improvement of top-1 classification accuracy is also our
research goal in microbial genomic analysis.
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Table 1. Vector number of marker gene database with different dimension (k-bp).
DI
Dimension
Overlap percent
0 25% 50% 75%
10 921139 1149824 1835989 3055903
20 457482 608681 908749 1811209
30 302566 393194 598807 1118850
40 225659 298783 445092 883969
50 179205 233895 352308 671869
DII
Dimension
Split percent (training/testing)
60% 40% 80% 20%
10 552213 368926 739042 182097
20 274266 183216 367056 90426
30 181389 121177 242767 59799
40 135302 90357 181062 44597
50 107420 71785 143791 35414
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Figure 1. Dimension-by-Dimension recognition rates on DI. (a) L (∗,0,100%) (b) L (50,∗,100%) (c) L (∗,0,60%) (d) L (∗,0,80%) (e) T (∗,0,40%)
(f)T (∗,0,20%).
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Figure 2. Sequence–by–sequence recognition rates on DI. (a) L (∗,0,100%) (b) L (50,∗,100%) (c) L (∗,0,60%) (d) L (∗,0,80%) (e) T (∗,0,40%)
(f)T (∗,0,20%).
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Figure 3. Dimension–by–dimension recognition rates on DI. (a) L (50,∗,60%) (b) L (50,∗,80%) (c) T (50,∗,40%) (d) T (50,∗,20%).
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Figure 4. Sequence–by–sequence recognition rates on DI. (a) L (50,∗,60%) (b) L (50,∗,80%) (c) T (50,∗,40%) (d) T (50,∗,20%).
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Figure 5. Dimension–by–dimension recognition rates on DII . (a) L (∗,0,60%) (b) L (∗,0,80%) (c) T (∗,0,40%) (d) T (∗,0,20%).
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Figure 6. Sequence–by–sequence recognition rates on DII. (a) L (∗,0,60%) (b) L (∗,0,80%) (c) T (∗,0,40%) (d) T (∗,0,20%).
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Table 2. Maximum accuracy rates of dimension-by-dimension recognition with SVM and top N-Best on DI.
Data set
N–candidate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L (10,0,100%) 29.1524 45.3499 55.1381 63.9802 70.5578 76.3853 81.4770 86.0207 89.7962 92.9417
L (20,0,100%) 29.1290 46.7605 57.4512 65.9442 72.5504 78.3019 83.2321 87.4885 90.9828 93.8046
L (30,0,100%) 30.2417 48.5501 59.5906 67.4187 74.8785 80.3749 85.4805 89.5094 92.7047 95.1597
L (40,0,100%) 32.3072 50.1270 62.1664 70.1953 76.2544 81.7982 86.2868 89.9982 93.2974 95.6939
L (50,0,100%) 33.1408 51.8390 64.2131 73.6849 80.4710 85.0886 88.4445 92.0622 94.5749 96.7707
L (50,0.25,100%) 31.0661 49.1964 59.6015 66.4508 73.3321 79.8003 85.5709 89.7882 93.1794 95.6673
L (50,0.5,100%) 31.1293 47.9385 57.0064 65.4158 73.0545 78.7950 82.8590 87.4695 91.2446 94.2269
L (50,0.75,100%) 28.7537 46.9359 56.0094 62.4396 67.8412 76.8814 81.8509 86.4579 89.3755 92.4086
L (10,0,80%) 28.9219 45.5890 55.2286 64.1692 71.3453 76.5182 81.6939 86.0141 89.7028 93.0153
L (20,0,80%) 29.8525 46.8040 58.0903 68.3442 74.6969 80.2725 85.0012 88.8769 91.9582 94.5587
L (30,0,80%) 32.8037 50.9962 62.3726 71.0052 77.4849 82.6210 87.0528 90.6602 93.5443 95.9695
L (40,0,80%) 33.5453 51.6201 62.2330 70.8199 76.7607 82.9937 87.7732 91.6892 94.6637 96.8024
L (50,0,80%) 36.2889 55.2549 65.8190 74.8511 82.4900 87.1315 90.6297 94.0369 96.4533 98.0879
L (50,0.25,80%) 33.4600 51.0611 63.0256 72.2075 77.8655 83.2365 87.9323 91.5702 94.4105 96.6420
L (50,0.50,80%) 29.8364 48.9057 58.1688 67.0047 74.0874 79.0414 84.4936 88.6204 91.9367 94.8254
L (50,0.75,80%) 28.9125 47.4129 56.5023 63.1323 68.6258 75.1206 81.8824 86.2010 89.3410 93.0019
T (10,0,20%) 28.1011 44.6525 53.7493 62.6669 68.7712 74.2429 79.5064 83.9734 87.8928 91.2690
T (20,0,20%) 27.1238 44.2305 53.3159 62.3020 68.5094 73.8141 78.8983 83.3520 87.5116 90.8618
T (30,0,20%) 26.4781 44.0914 52.5489 60.8670 67.6340 73.6352 78.5645 83.3591 87.4677 91.0892
T (40,0,20%) 25.5126 42.7923 50.7391 57.6458 64.8765 71.6992 77.5538 82.2442 86.8907 90.7711
T (50,0,20%) 24.4188 42.2969 50.1801 59.0578 66.7598 72.5435 77.9893 83.0920 87.7441 91.6783
T (50,0.25,20%) 25.2634 43.1037 52.8523 60.3333 65.7691 71.7519 77.3482 82.4728 87.0851 90.8430
T (50,0.50,20%) 26.3453 44.0362 52.5299 59.0685 66.2043 71.7062 77.5346 82.3529 86.6402 90.4444
T (50,0.75,20%) 27.3373 44.3945 53.3592 59.5510 64.6706 71.2024 78.3791 83.4635 87.2125 90.6695
L (10,0,60%) 29.8095 45.7840 56.3059 64.9796 71.5621 77.7058 83.5297 88.3057 91.7147 94.1014
L (20,0,60%) 30.6973 48.5402 59.8552 68.8960 75.6688 82.0383 86.1187 90.4233 93.5281 95.6958
L (30,0,60%) 33.9040 51.5536 63.9864 73.0764 79.9770 85.3750 89.5019 92.7104 95.1563 97.0519
L (40,0,60%) 34.9225 55.1855 67.5837 76.1416 82.4520 87.4890 91.3761 94.4557 96.7062 98.1885
L (50,0,60%) 39.3829 58.9222 71.2244 80.0714 87.0090 91.0924 94.4168 96.7459 98.2642 99.2233
L (50,0.25,60%) 33.8457 55.0146 66.6992 75.6584 82.0342 87.0414 91.1657 94.3555 96.6417 98.1922
L (50,0.50,60%) 31.2826 50.9855 59.9542 67.4814 74.7800 81.2390 86.9697 90.7208 93.5934 96.0711
L (50,0.75,60%) 29.5668 48.1559 57.5237 64.3312 71.6415 77.5680 82.5913 86.9179 90.5514 93.5667
T (10,0,40%) 28.6860 44.7459 54.0663 62.7004 69.1209 74.6020 80.2309 84.9403 89.0569 91.7479
T (20,0,40%) 27.2974 44.4829 53.6333 60.6738 67.1645 73.2349 78.7768 83.1719 87.2416 90.9932
T (30,0,40%) 26.4721 44.1347 53.4889 59.7083 66.6915 72.8363 78.3563 83.3982 87.8438 91.5343
T (40,0,40%) 25.2008 42.4063 51.9196 59.8656 66.5702 72.9194 78.2758 83.0555 87.6245 91.2929
T (50,0,40%) 23.2928 41.7797 49.8286 58.2750 65.7790 72.9532 79.1590 84.7130 89.1239 92.6863
T (50,0.25,40%) 24.8183 42.3461 50.7740 59.1511 66.2693 72.3535 77.9521 83.2761 87.9005 91.8124
T (50,0.50,40%) 26.2837 43.8785 49.9088 56.4861 63.9817 71.5918 77.5077 82.4559 86.9606 90.7753
T (50,0.75,40%) 27.3154 44.6684 53.1084 59.2998 66.9273 72.7711 77.8036 83.2448 87.1742 90.7759
✐✐
✐
✐
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Table 3. Maximum accuracy rates of sequence-by-sequence recognition with SVM and top N-Best on DI.
Data set
N–candidate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L (10,0,100%) 39.4915 57.4576 67.2639 75.4722 82.6634 89.2010 95.0202 97.5706 98.7571 99.3624
L (20,0,100%) 51.3156 69.2575 79.3462 86.0371 90.8878 94.2050 96.1582 97.6513 98.5876 99.1768
L (30,0,100%) 55.9726 72.7441 82.1065 89.0395 93.6481 95.9241 97.3204 98.3858 98.9266 99.3866
L (40,0,100%) 56.4568 73.4544 83.7369 90.1291 93.7611 95.9887 97.5545 98.5069 99.0073 99.3947
L (50,0,100%) 61.2994 80.2663 88.6844 92.8975 95.4237 96.9976 98.0468 98.7006 99.0395 99.3140
L (50,0.25,100%) 53.2526 76.5214 85.9564 91.0412 94.1001 96.1824 97.4173 98.3293 98.9346 99.2655
L (50,0.5,100%) 46.6344 66.6182 78.6683 86.2308 90.9524 94.0678 96.2228 97.5383 98.4262 99.0557
L (50,0.75,100%) 38.3939 60.1049 72.2680 81.5335 87.9984 92.1872 94.9314 96.5698 97.6755 98.2728
L (10,0,80%) 39.1364 58.4262 68.4504 79.2575 88.3777 93.5109 96.3842 97.9903 98.8943 99.4350
L (20,0,80%) 48.6037 66.5456 77.6513 84.8265 90.0646 93.8983 96.2550 97.7805 98.6602 99.0234
L (30,0,80%) 54.3906 77.4173 86.8039 91.6303 94.6086 96.2308 97.4011 98.2405 98.8701 99.2494
L (40,0,80%) 56.3600 77.0541 86.5456 91.3882 94.1727 95.8031 96.8119 97.3527 97.6755 97.8692
L (50,0,80%) 63.4544 79.6772 85.9161 89.0638 90.7667 91.6546 92.2195 92.5989 92.7603 92.8571
L (50,0.25,80%) 57.6352 77.9903 85.9887 90.2018 92.7441 94.2776 95.4479 95.9726 96.4487 96.6747
L (50,0.50,80%) 49.7256 71.5900 82.7199 89.0315 92.4697 94.8910 96.4972 97.5868 98.3212 98.8378
L (50,0.75,80%) 42.6312 61.9290 74.2938 82.6877 88.5149 92.1388 94.7700 96.5052 97.5868 98.5149
T (10,0,20%) 33.4221 47.6433 57.8935 65.8596 72.8491 78.6441 84.7215 88.8539 92.1711 94.5924
T (20,0,20%) 31.5658 45.4641 54.8265 63.3495 69.9596 76.1501 81.2510 85.7304 89.0799 91.7998
T (30,0,20%) 30.9847 42.3648 52.1630 59.4754 65.6013 70.9201 75.3511 79.0718 81.8967 83.8337
T (40,0,20%) 24.7700 36.3519 44.8426 52.2841 58.5714 63.8902 68.2647 71.7918 74.6893 76.7232
T (50,0,20%) 24.2131 33.9387 42.2115 49.0073 54.7054 59.6691 63.6077 66.9814 69.6529 71.4205
T (50,0.25,20%) 25.6739 36.9492 46.0856 53.2203 59.1687 64.2938 68.5069 72.2841 74.8830 76.9976
T (50,0.50,20%) 28.3132 40.5004 49.2978 57.1186 63.3656 69.1525 74.0032 77.9903 81.3801 84.1727
T (50,0.75,20%) 32.3648 43.7046 54.5763 62.9863 70.4358 76.7635 82.0420 86.5214 90.0242 92.7441
L (10,0,60%) 40.0726 60.2098 72.0420 81.1784 87.7401 91.9774 95.1574 97.0299 98.3132 99.2010
L (20,0,60%) 52.5424 70.4439 81.8321 87.9984 92.3487 95.4076 97.0944 97.9903 98.5391 98.9911
L (30,0,60%) 59.6449 80.2906 87.9822 91.8886 94.4794 95.8192 96.6586 97.2801 97.6513 97.8370
L (40,0,60%) 56.9895 76.9734 84.2696 87.4011 89.2655 90.3148 90.8232 91.1703 91.3479 91.4366
L (50,0,60%) 63.8257 77.4980 82.1711 84.3099 85.2785 85.8273 86.1259 86.3519 86.4084 86.4326
L (50,0.25,60%) 58.7571 77.5948 84.3987 87.2801 88.7732 89.8467 90.4923 90.7829 91.0089 91.0734
L (50,0.50,60%) 52.8733 75.1816 84.4068 89.5319 92.5504 94.4310 95.6659 96.5214 96.9976 97.2074
L (50,0.75,60%) 45.4883 66.6990 77.7966 85.2220 90.4681 93.6804 95.7143 97.0218 98.1679 98.8216
T (10,0,40%) 35.6336 50.7506 61.3156 69.5238 76.5698 82.9701 88.1921 91.4851 94.4391 96.5214
T (20,0,40%) 34.7538 49.5480 59.8305 67.5787 74.6812 80.5650 85.4964 89.7498 92.8410 94.9314
T (30,0,40%) 35.2623 49.7094 59.9274 68.0307 75.3592 81.3963 85.8596 89.6852 92.7603 94.7619
T (40,0,40%) 32.1792 44.0597 54.6166 63.0670 70.2018 76.5133 81.8563 86.3842 90.0565 92.6069
T (50,0,40%) 30.5892 43.0508 53.3737 61.8967 68.7248 74.4713 79.5480 83.0831 86.3115 88.4181
T (50,0.25,40%) 31.3721 45.0202 54.7619 63.3737 71.1461 77.5787 82.3648 86.3519 89.6287 91.8563
T (50,0.50,40%) 32.8814 45.7224 56.3519 64.9798 72.0097 78.2324 83.2768 87.7643 91.1299 93.9629
T (50,0.75,40%) 34.0113 47.1832 57.7805 66.9895 74.4310 80.7425 86.0775 89.9031 93.1638 95.2139
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Table 4. Maximum accuracy rates of dimension-by-dimension recognition with SVM and top N-Best on DII.
Data set
N–candidate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L (10,0,80%) 29.3438 45.0915 55.0882 63.9969 70.9697 76.6488 81.5802 85.8802 89.7327 93.0207
L (20,0,80%) 29.3552 47.3296 57.4534 67.0448 73.5479 79.2198 84.0477 88.0165 91.2125 94.4000
L (30,0,80%) 30.5824 49.0668 61.6422 70.3588 76.4742 81.6552 86.1316 90.2112 93.0098 95.5282
L (40,0,80%) 31.3881 51.0709 61.8799 70.5493 78.1694 83.2345 87.7401 91.4764 94.3804 96.6437
L (50,0,80%) 35.3590 52.9908 65.4033 74.5144 81.4203 86.4866 90.1496 93.3702 95.9525 97.7147
T (10,0,20%) 30.3086 46.2396 54.6489 63.0856 69.1697 74.5647 79.6372 83.9981 88.0772 91.2766
T (20,0,20%) 29.2051 46.0697 55.1003 62.7021 68.8629 74.2264 79.0846 83.8409 87.8995 90.9838
T (30,0,20%) 29.5038 46.0827 55.0661 62.0462 68.2403 73.6785 78.8558 83.4111 87.6787 91.3259
T (40,0,20%) 28.5826 45.2497 53.3937 60.1408 66.9529 73.0946 78.3932 82.8464 87.2144 91.0958
T (50,0,20%) 26.8566 44.1238 53.0242 60.4083 67.1062 72.7848 78.6045 83.8256 88.2956 91.9439
L (10,0,60%) 29.6971 45.4136 56.6370 65.3096 72.1330 78.4000 83.3930 87.6122 91.1014 94.0061
L (20,0,60%) 29.8586 48.0800 61.0491 70.1224 76.3722 81.3218 85.6909 89.5342 92.9098 95.2152
L (30,0,60%) 31.7213 50.4551 62.1493 72.1824 79.1184 84.5586 88.9960 92.3518 94.7919 96.7793
L (40,0,60%) 34.0660 54.5520 66.7263 75.5318 82.2952 87.2818 91.1775 94.1952 96.3349 97.9076
L (50,0,60%) 39.8064 57.2994 70.1210 79.5504 86.0678 90.7522 93.9192 96.1972 97.9287 98.9955
T (10,0,40%) 29.4029 45.2738 54.6847 62.3008 68.9545 74.4504 79.6967 84.0683 88.0486 91.5156
T (20,0,40%) 27.8420 45.2155 54.0493 61.6988 67.9848 73.4767 78.4582 83.3492 87.3313 90.7006
T (30,0,40%) 27.4326 44.8435 53.7272 60.4323 67.7084 73.4091 78.5520 83.4251 87.7196 91.3985
T (40,0,40%) 26.3455 43.5107 52.5305 61.0567 67.4679 73.0270 78.2297 82.8868 87.4177 91.2270
T (50,0,40%) 25.8717 42.9881 52.4357 60.2326 67.0739 73.7870 79.8593 84.8659 89.1454 92.6294
Table 5. Maximum accuracy rates of sequence-by-sequence recognition with SVM and top N-Best on DII.
Data set
N–candidate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L (10,0,80%) 38.5928 59.4387 71.6031 79.3257 85.3321 90.3392 95.7601 97.8397 98.6473 99.2833
L (20,0,80%) 53.3313 71.7141 81.8393 88.3909 92.3178 95.0333 96.9110 97.8397 98.6574 99.2631
L (30,0,80%) 60.3170 76.0044 87.4823 92.7519 95.3463 97.3047 98.4757 98.9804 99.4246 99.7072
L (40,0,80%) 61.0337 79.8506 88.5524 93.1052 96.0933 97.6782 98.6170 99.1016 99.4044 99.6164
L (50,0,80%) 65.0616 85.1605 92.1260 95.0030 96.7494 97.8498 98.6069 99.1016 99.2227 99.3438
T (10,0,20%) 37.1981 53.6232 63.6876 71.6989 79.2673 84.0580 88.6071 92.9549 95.8132 96.9807
T (20,0,20%) 36.7552 52.1337 63.8889 74.1143 80.7166 87.1578 90.4589 93.7601 95.6119 96.9002
T (30,0,20%) 37.6409 53.3414 63.4461 72.2222 79.7504 85.5475 90.1369 92.9147 95.2496 96.6586
T (40,0,20%) 34.7826 48.7923 58.2931 67.0692 75.4026 81.6828 86.5539 90.5797 93.5588 95.6522
T (50,0,20%) 33.9372 48.5910 59.4605 68.0757 76.0870 81.2802 86.0306 90.3784 93.2770 95.6522
L (10,0,60%) 40.6839 65.4685 78.3522 86.3893 91.1820 94.0899 96.6074 98.0075 98.8422 99.3538
L (20,0,60%) 60.9989 77.4906 86.1201 91.7744 94.8438 96.9844 98.0614 98.7076 99.1788 99.6904
L (30,0,60%) 66.7340 86.1470 92.9052 95.9208 97.4690 98.5460 99.2057 99.5961 99.7981 99.9192
L (40,0,60%) 71.9171 88.3549 94.3726 97.0382 98.1556 98.8018 99.2326 99.5019 99.6634 99.7711
L (50,0,60%) 75.8481 91.5590 95.6247 97.3748 98.4787 99.0980 99.3134 99.4884 99.5019 99.5288
T (10,0,40%) 37.4244 55.0786 65.7195 73.9218 81.1769 86.5175 90.7900 93.7324 95.9492 97.3398
T (20,0,40%) 37.2229 51.5316 62.6562 72.2289 80.6328 85.7316 89.8428 92.5836 95.0020 97.0173
T (30,0,40%) 37.1826 53.4462 63.9863 72.8537 79.4236 85.3688 89.8025 93.0270 95.0625 96.7352
T (40,0,40%) 34.6030 49.4156 59.6131 68.1378 75.5341 81.7009 86.8601 90.5885 93.3495 95.9089
T (50,0,40%) 33.1520 47.2189 58.7666 67.6340 74.6070 80.9754 86.0339 90.1451 93.2890 95.4454
